Resilient PNT Forum VI
7 November 2016, INC-16 Glasgow

RIN is holding its second International Navigation Conference in Glasgow, from 8-10 November 2016. The sixth Forum on Resilient Positioning, Navigation and Timing (PNT) will be held from 1600-1745 on 7 November 2016, immediately preceding the Conference in the same venue.

This follows five very successful events, at ENC 2014 in Rotterdam, at ION ITM 2015 at Dana Point CA., ENC 2015 in Bordeaux, the 2015 IAIN Congress in Prague and at ENC-16 in Helsinki. The motivation for these events is the increasing reliance on Global Navigation Satellite Systems in all transport sectors and for timing in other essential infrastructure throughout the World. The inherent vulnerability of GNSS to disruption makes it essential to provide resilient supporting systems and receivers of a high standard, particularly for safety of life and economically critical applications. Robust systems in the presence of interference, with integrity monitoring and authentication, can only be achieved through cooperative efforts by industry, administrations and user groups.

The focus of this sixth Forum will be on the importance of timing and the need to widen the discussion about Radio Navigation Plans to include Resilient Positioning, Navigation and Timing.

Programme

1600-1605  Welcome from the Director of RIN
1605-1610  Statement from the President of IAIN
1610-1615  Statement from the Chair of EUGIN
1615-1620  Statement from Deputy Secretary General of IALA
1620-1650  Keynote address – Prof Charles Curry, Chronos Technology
1650-1720  Contributions from other invited speakers
1720-1740  Discussion
1740-1745  Conclusions & actions

Note: there is no charge for this event, but those wishing to attend are invited to register their interest with the organisers. For those attending the conference, registration for this meeting is included in the conference registration process, otherwise follow this direct link http://www.eventsregistrationonline.com/rin/event1546/regentry.asp